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WELCOME
Greetings entrepreneur, I'm Michele and I am here to
equip you with the strategies in how to get you from being
overwhelmed when it comes to creating your content.
I created this resource for you, because I have been on the
content struggle bus for too long and I had to come up with
a strategy to work smart and not hard.
I want to share these tips with you, so without further ado
let's dive in and get you started.
There is a video presentation to this guidebook click here
to access it.
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What Is Repurposing About?
Repurposing your content is about taking content that you have
already created and breaking it down into short forms of
content and scheduling it out across your social media
platforms.

Various Forms Your Content Can Be Repurposed
IGTV Clips

Pinterest Post

Twitter Post

Stories

Challenge

Blog Post

Reels

Facebook Post

Email Content
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Video Content Is A Game Changer

Video content is the most popular type of
content out today. Popular platforms such as
Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn all have
updated their platforms for video
consumption.

If you use an Iphone or Android to
create video content you can
download free editing software that
can assist you in breaking down your
long form videos into smaller clips to
use across your social media
platforms.

For Iphone users you have the imovie app on your phone
which you can use to edit your video's add transitions or
captions to make your clips standout.
For Galaxy users you already have a built-in editing software
to edit your videos lengths.
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Video Editing Software
Here are some top video editing
software for you to check out.
VN Video Editor-Free: IOS &
Android
VLLO- Free & Paid: IOS & Android
KINEMASTER-IOS & Android

Video Editing Desktop Software
Descript:

Lightworks:
Filmora:
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Blog
Another way to repurpose
your long form video content
is to turn it into a blog post.
I always tell entrepreneurs I
use the free version of zoom
which lets you record video
content up till 40 mins and it
also gives you an audio file.
I then edit my video in Filmora and I use the audio version to
create a podcast (more about that later).
You can utilize your video editing software to take 30 sec, 1
minute and to 5 min clips to create, micro content with
transitions and captions that gets the attention of your audience.
Take key points from your blog content and turn them into
Quotes, Tweets , Ebook and Stories.
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Presentation Slides

Utilize your presentation slides and turn them into e-books,
workbooks or pdfs and use them as a call to action to grow your
email subscriber list.

If you are using any type of software that
allows you to extract audio then now you
have a podcast as well.
You can edit your podcast and add an intro
as well as any promotional offers you have at
that time, as well as call to actions letting
your audience know where to go and get the
free resource.
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Podcasting Software

Anchor Podcasting Software:
The Audacitytopodcast:
Buzzsprout
Utilizing audio content is a great way to promote your brand
across your social media platforms. When you offer multiple
forms of content you offer your audience a variety of ways to
learn about your brand and purchase from you.
Your audio can be uploaded to to Itunes, Spotify, Google
Podcasts and Anchor. There are many platforms that you
can use for your podcast, don't forget to upload it to your
website, this is a great way to get your visitors to stay for
longer periods of time on your website.
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Tool I Use For
Repurposing Content
My go to software tool for creating content Is
Canva I love how I can do all my micro
content creation in canva.

Everything is available right at my finger tips

Presentations
Record in platform
Newsletters
Stories
Upload Video/Audio
Reels
Gifs
Animations that make my content standout
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Promote
Share
Promote
I can do so many things in Canva and It saves me so much time
and the beauty of using Canva as my go to platform for creating

E x a m p l e s

content, is that I can schedule it out ahead of time.

Have A Question Around
Content Marketing?

SHOOT!

Tune In To My
Latest Video On
Repurposing
Content

Repurposing
Your Content
For Greater
Impact

MONDAY 7:00 PM
LINK IN BIO

Is it ok to have
brunch for breakfast?

Is it good to eat sweets
early in the morning?

New Video On
My Youtube Channel

Which meal
is best to
skip?

What is the healthiest way
to eat sweet foods?

PLAC E Q UESTION
STIC K E R HERE

Post

Stories
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Video Snippet

Working Smarter

Being an entrepreneur is hard work and especially if you
are a solopreneur, you have to find systems and
strategies that will get you to your desired goal in less
time.
When you repurpose your content you free up valuable
time to work on your paid offers, think of all the time
that you will save when you have your content
scheduled out several months in advance.
Take that extra time to work on your messaging for your
paid products and services and begin promoting them at
key times of the year.
I hope these tips have helped you to put a strategy in
place to repurpose content you already have created, so
you can save time and work on the part of your business
that brings in the money.
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